BangItAmmo.com
SHIPPING TO ALASKA:
As of 5/15/2015, we have expanded our shipping process to include Alaska!
Simply check out like you normally would and presto it’s on the way! Well sort of……
Here is the process.
Instead of the actual shipping cost at check out, you will see a $100 shipping flat fee charge.
This fee is the base fee we charge on all Alaska orders no matter the size or weight. Once we
determine the actual cost to ship the item from our location to freight forwarder in Washington,
then from them to your local terminal, we will balance bill you the remainder prior to shipping
your order.
Prior to charging you, will send you the actual freight forwarder’s quote so that you can review
it. We are not operating on a “for profit” shipping program so what we get charged it what you
will pay.
This includes our normal UPS rates from our location to Washington State.
Once you get the quote, if you decide you do not want us to ship the order, we will simply back
out your transaction and charge you the special Alaska cancellation fee of 5%. The reason that is
so low is that we will not actually pack Alaska orders until we have resolved the shipping
balancing billing.
Remember, in most cases you are charged a minimum weight freight fee regardless if your order
is 25lbs or 200lbs. Typically, the minimum freight charge is 250lbs, so order a bunch to save on
shipping. The minimum freight forwarding fees range from $65-200 depending on the actual hub
it is going to way up North.
Due to the amount of time involved, you have to place an order before we will firm up the
numbers. Obviously, we want you to have some skin in the game before we spend all the time
trying to get your rates and order to you.
All orders to Alaska will include signature required, insurance and will have to be signed for at
the local hub with proper identification.
If you have any questions, please contact us: bangitammo@gmail.com

